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Fully Differential Rates for Femtosecond Multiphoton Double Ionization of Neon
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We have investigated the full three-dimensional momentum correlation between the electrons
emitted from strong field double ionization of neon when the recollision energy of the first electron
is on the order of the ionization potential. The momentum correlation in the direction perpendicular to
the laser field depends on the time difference of the two electrons leaving the ion. Our results are
consistent with double ionization proceeding through transient double excited states that field ionize.
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impact ionization [21] or via the creation of intermediate
excited ionic states which is later field ionized [15].

jet temperature. The settings of the electric and magnetic
fields yielded a 4� solid angle for electrons up to 35 eV.
Ejection of two electrons from an atom by absorption
of one or more photons is key to understanding few-body
dynamics. In the single photon limit, experiments accu-
rately measure fully differential cross sections from
100 meV [1] to 450 eV [2] above threshold [3]. Theory
is also highly developed and reproduces the experimental
data very well [4–7].

For the case of multiphoton absorption in ultrashort
Ti:Sa laser pulses (� 100 fs, 1014 W=cm2 range), the
situation is much less favorable. Experiments have
measured the total double ionization rates [8], ion mo-
menta [9,10], single electron energy [11–13], and angu-
lar distributions [13], as well as the correlation between
the momentum components either parallel [14,15] or
perpendicular [16] to the laser field. Major features, like
the double hump structure in the ion momenta and the
correlation in the electron momenta parallel to the field,
have been reproduced by quantum and classical calcula-
tions [17].

Experiments do not yet measure fully differential cross
sections, and it is difficult for theory to make reliable
predictions of differential cross sections [18,19]. A full
characterization of atomic double ionization requires
measurement of the three momentum components of
both electrons or of one of the electrons and the ion. All
experiments reported so far have left at least one momen-
tum component unobserved.

We report an experiment where all kinematical observ-
ables, i.e., the three-dimensional momentum vectors of
both electrons, are determined. This allows us to relate
the parallel and perpendicular momentum correlation and
obtain fully differential angular distributions.

The physical mechanism responsible for these primary
features is double ionization via rescattering [20,21]: The
first electron is set free by the field, accumulates energy
during about half a laser cycle, and is driven back to its
parent ion where it can reemit a second electron. This may
happen either via a direct or laser-assisted [22] electron
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For recollision electrons near threshold, we find that
the electrons have little momentum in the direction per-
pendicular to the laser field — about the same as for
single ionization in the same laser field (for example,
argon [23]). We also find that the two electrons often
have similar momentum in the direction parallel to the
laser field. Assuming that this momentum is primarily
obtained from the laser field, we deduce that both elec-
trons are reemitted at about 30� before or after the
maximum of the laser field. Electrons that have similar
longitudinal velocity repel each other in the lateral direc-
tion, confirming that they leave that atom at about the
same time.

These observations are consistent with the recollision
electron forming doubly excited states. These states live
for a fraction of a laser cycle and then ionize when the
field nears its maximum value [24,25].

The experiment was performed using cold target recoil
ion momentum spectroscopy [26]. Ti:sapphire laser pulses
(40 fs, 800 nm, 3:9 �J, 30 kHz repetition rate) are fo-
cused to peak intensity of �1:9� 0:3� � 1014 W=cm2 into
a supersonic neon gas jet.

Ions and electrons created in the focus are guided by a
3:9 V=cm electric and a 10.8 G magnetic field towards
two large area channel plate detectors with delay-line
position encoding (www.Roentdek.com). The internal
temperature of the gas jet, which determines the momen-
tum resolution for the ion momentum measurement, is
less perpendicular than parallel to its propagation direc-
tion.We chose the laser polarization parallel to the gas jet,
ensuring that we have the highest momentum resolution
perpendicular to the laser polarization. The momentum
resolution was monitored simultaneously in the single
ionization channel where ion and electron momenta
have to compensate. We achieve a momentum resolution
of �0:035 a:u: along and �0:15 and �0:325 a:u: perpen-
dicular to the spectrometer axis. The last value gives the
resolution along the jet direction and is determined by the
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FIG. 1 (color online). Double ionization of neon at 1:9�
1014 W=cm2, 800 nm, 40 fsec. (a) Horizontal axis: momen-
tum of electron a parallel to the polarization direction. Vertical
axis: momentum of electron b parallel to the polarization
direction. The areas indicated by the circles show the region
of events selected in (b) and (c). (b) Momentum components of
electron b in the plane perpendicular to the polarization; the
perpendicular momentum of electron a is along the positive y
axis as shown by the arrow. Only events within the circles in
region A have been selected. (c) Same as (b) but for events in
circles in region B.
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The momentum of the unobserved electron was calcu-
lated by taking the difference of the momentum of the
observed and that of the ion.

The electron count rate was 0.1 per shot and the ion rate
0.02. For single ionization, real coincidences are identi-
fied by momentum conservation between ion and electron
(see Fig. 1 in [14]). The fraction of false coincidences in
which the registered ion and electron result from two
different atoms, both ionized in the same shot, was moni-
tored in the single ionization channel to be 9%.

A laser intensity of 1:9� 1014 W=cm2 corresponds to a
ponderomotive energy Up � 11:3� 2 eV. The usual
value for the maximum return energy of the rescattered
electron is 3:17Up � 36� 6 eV. However, for low inten-
sities, the electron becomes classically free at a signifi-
cant distance from the ion. The electron acquires �5 eV
added kinetic energy as a result of the added distance the
electron travels in the laser field [27]. The total is �41�
6 eV. This has to be compared to the field-free ionization
potential of 41 eV for the Ne	 ion and the lowest excita-
tion energy of 27 eV for the first excited state of Ne	.

Since the recollision energy is close to threshold for
nonsequential double ionization, we must consider the
influence of the time dependent field on the instantaneous
ionization potential [28] of the parent ion. Following the
arguments in [28], we assume a cosine electric field
E�t� � Eo cos!t, where we neglect the time dependence
of the pulse envelope Eo. The superposition of the laser
electric field and a simplified hydrogenlike binding po-
tential is given in cylindrical coordinates �z; r; �� by

V�z; r; �; t� � 

Z���������������

z2 	 r2
p 
 E�t�z (1)

with Z being the charge state of the ion. (Atomic units are
used in this and all other equations.) This shows that the
ionization barrier depends on space and time. Twice per
laser cycle the barrier minimizes along the laser polar-
ization direction �r � 0�. An electron that is guided
through this barrier by the field must be radially confined.
For Z � 2 and a field strength of 3:8� 1010 V=m (corre-
sponding to the maximum field of a 1:9� 1014 W=cm2

pulse), the instantaneous ionization potential has de-
creased by about 21 eV from the unperturbed value [24].

Figure 1(a) shows the momentum correlation in the
direction parallel to the laser field. The horizontal axis
represents the component kjja of one electron, and the
vertical axis the component kjjb of the other electron. In
agreement with earlier measurements [14,15,28], we find
a maximum when both electrons are ejected on the same
side with similar momentum.

Within the recollision model, the parallel momenta
have a simple physical interpretation. The time dependent
laser field labels the time of ejection of the electrons.
Thus, we gain information about the time the two elec-
trons are reemitted.

Let us assume that (a) the reemitted electrons leave the
atom with no significant energy and (b) electron-electron
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momentum exchange in the final state is negligible. Based
on these assumptions, the parallel momentum kka;b of each
electron results exclusively from the acceleration in the
optical field:

kka;b � 2
�������
Up

q
sin!tion: (2)

Thus, for events with kka  kkb along the diagonal kk	 �
kka 	 kkb, both electrons were ejected simultaneously (or
any other time when sin!tion has the same value). The
momentum difference kka 
 kkb measures the time differ-
ence between the reemission of the two electrons.

Events in quadrants two and four (region B) are con-
sistent with electrons that leave the ion at a significantly
different time [15]. If this is true, there can be no final
state interaction. Figure 1(c) shows the momentum com-
ponent of one electron in the plane perpendicular to the
polarization for events indicated in region B in Fig. 1(a).
The transverse momentum of the other electron de-
fines the positive y axis of this graph as indicated by an
arrow, whose length does not imply a restriction to its
absolute value. The momentum distribution in Fig. 1(c) is
213002-2
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approximately Gaussian with a 1=e width of 0.3 a.u. in
both directions.

The 1=e width of the lateral momentum distribution is
very close to what we measure for tunnel ionization in the
same field [23]. The lateral electron momentum distribu-
tion is given by the spatial width of the barrier [Eq. (1)]
and is the minimum allowed by the uncertainty principle.
Thus, the electrons do not retain any angular momenta
that they might have had before escaping, and we might
also expect their longitudinal excess momenta to be small
[assumption (a)].

Our observations of a loss of repulsion in region B
supports an argument by Feuerstein et al. [15] that these
events are created by recollision with electron impact
excitation followed by a time-delayed field ionization of
the excited state. In contrast, final state interaction is
evident for electrons in region A. Figure 1(b) shows that
the momentum distribution of the second electron is
biased in the opposite direction to the first electron. The
offset is 0.1 a.u., but the width of the distribution is
approximately the same as in Fig. 1(c). This result is
consistent with electron repulsion in the final state [16],
when electrons are emitted almost simultaneously.

Although we measure evidence that the electrons in-
teract in their final state, the momentum transferred by
the interaction is too small to make Eq. (2) invalid. Using
Eq. (2), kka � kkb � 0:65 a:u: implies a reemission phase
!tion of 30� off the field maximum. The observed repul-
sion shows that the electrons must be reemitted within a
relatively small time window within the same field quad-
(a)

0.25 < Eb,rel < 0.75

(c)

0.05 < Eb,rel < 0.25

(b)

θa

(d)

θa

FIG. 2. Angular distribution of electron b. The polarization
axis is horizontal, 10< �Ea 	 Eb�< 24 eV. (a) All electrons
with an energy sharing 0:25< Eb;rel < 0:75 (see text).
Integrated over all angles and energies of electron a, (b) as
(a) but for a fixed polar angle �a � 30� � 10� of electron a.
Both electrons are coplanar [azimuthal angle ��a 
�b�<
0� � 40� lower half and ��a 
�b�< 180� � 40� upper
half]. Shown is the differential rate d�4=dE1dE2d�ad�b.
(c),(d) Corresponding data to (a) and (b) but for an energy
sharing of 0:05<Eb;rel < 0:25.
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rant. This removes some aspects of the sin!tion ambiguity
in Eq. (2).

The observation for region A is consistent with the
electrons being stored in double excited states between
the time of recollision and the time the laser field in-
creases sufficiently for them to escape over the barrier.
The essential role of double excited states in threshold
double ionization has been previously proposed [24,25].

We now turn to the correlated angular distributions of
the two electrons. Figures 2(b), 2(d), and 3 show fully
differential cross sections; i.e., they are not integrated
over any of the observables. The sum energy of both
electrons has been constrained to 10< �Ea 	 Eb�<
24 eV and the polar emission angle �a of one electron
(indicated by the arrow in the figures) with respect to the
polarization. In addition, the figures show the coplanar
geometry. That is, the azimuthal angles �a;b are fixed
to confine both electrons to the plane of the figure.
Figures 2(a) and 2(c) show the angular distribution of
electrons with different energy sharing, Eb;rel � Eb=
�Ea 	 Eb�. The electrons are driven by the field into
narrow cones along the polarization axis. For the asym-
metric energy sharing, some flux is also seen in the
perpendicular direction, while for the equal energy shar-
ing there is almost a node at �b � 90� (compare [13]). If
now the direction and energy of the second electron is
fixed [Fig. 2(b)], we observe a double lobe structure with
significantly more intensity for both electrons being
ejected to the same side than to opposite sides. The
main lobe is bent upward and clearly shows the influence
of electron repulsion. The smaller lobe to the left side is
almost symmetric. This is in accordance with our preced-
ing interpretation that the emitted electrons are time
delayed, and hence these electrons do not see the repul-
sion. For unequal energy sharing [Fig. 2(d)], the asym-
metry between the two lobes is reduced, and a significant
FIG. 3. As Fig. 2(b), but for equal energy sharing 0:25<
Eb;rel < 0:75, and (a) �a � 15� � 5�, (b) �a � 35� � 15�,
(c) �a � 75� � 15�.
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flux not only in the narrow cone along the polarization
axis but also perpendicular to it is seen.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the angular distri-
bution on the angle of the first electron for equal energy
sharing. For all angles �a, we observe a very narrowly
directed emission of the other electron close to the polar-
ization axis accompanied by a downward shift due to
electron repulsion. The left-right symmetry is gradually
restored when going from �a � 30� to 90�.

In conclusion, unlike the case of single photon double
ionization [3] where electron repulsion leads to a pre-
ferred back-to-back emission, in strong field double ion-
ization both electrons tend to be observed in the same
direction. This is because of the commanding role of the
laser field along the field direction. In the perpendicular
direction, the field plays a smaller role. Back-to-back
emission occurs in the direction perpendicular to the
laser field.

The low lateral momentum of the electron implies that
the longitudinal momentum when they are reemitted
from the atom is also low. Therefore, Eq. (2) is applicable
to both electrons independently, and so the time differ-
ence between the emission of the two electrons is re-
solvable up to the multivalued nature of sin!tion by
measuring the longitudinal momentum of both electrons.
Since the lateral momentum can be used to remove the
sin!tion ambiguity, the path is now clear for resolving the
dynamics of threshold double ionization with much better
than 1=4 laser cycle (attosecond) precision.
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